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Gain a broader
understanding of production

Take your swine project a step further; when the
show season is over, gain valuable education and
experience by breeding and raising a litter of your
own. More hands-on education and a lasting impact.

There will always be the debate of which came first, the chicken or the egg, but there’s no doubt that before you can
make the barrow, you have to have the gilt. While most exhibitors dream of driving the grand champion barrow at
one of our esteemed major stock shows, let’s not forget the value that raising and showing gilts can also provide. In
addition to barrows, showing gilts offers several benefits that many of us have not realized.

Tremendous
Experience
& Versatility

Increased Marketing
Opportunities

Show the same set of gilts at your county show and then multiple major stock shows.
Or if you want to keep your major show barrows at home, gilts present the perfect
option for jackpot shows all winter. The following spring major shows all have junior
and/or open gilt divisions...
Fort Worth, San Antonio, Texas’ Elite Showcase in Kerrville, Houston,
Rio Grande Valley, San Angelo, Southwest Type Conference in Belton.
Prize money and awards are at an all-time high! Texas’ Elite Showcase paid out $1,000
per class over the top five placings, in addition to higher premiums for getting a
piece of a division, breed and overall; not to mention the slickest awards offered. San
Antonio’s junior show offers $10,000 scholarships to breed champions!
Several shows now have sales incorporated with the gilt shows. In the first year of
Texas’ Elite Showcase, the hype was definitely real as gilts sold for an average near
$3,400 each! San Antonio, San Angelo and the Southwest Type Conference also have
sales; check websites for details.

Flexibility on
age of Gilts
Purebred gilts show by age, so there are classes for the
younger ones; you don’t need just an older, heavier gilt to
be competitive to win premiums and make the sale. Just
look at each show’s rules for the cut-off dates (example:
Houston eligibilty is up to September 30-born). Breeders
across the state have plenty of high quality gilts available
out of the later litters.

additional
Educational Events

Develop life-long
relationships
with breeders

The swine skillathon event is tied in with the schedule of the breeding gilt
shows at the San Antonio Livestock Exposition; a $10,000 scholarship is up for
grabs. There are great opportunities like this with the State Fair of Texas and
summer shows with our national junior organizations, Team Purebred and NJSA.

Producers have a genuine passion for raising pigs and working with people,
developing youth and building the next generation. They are awesome
resources to utilize with breeidng and farrowing your gilt projects.

“There are endless opportunities for youth to exhibit gilts in
Texas and gain not only show ring success, but also life- long
relationships and memories.”
- Chuck Real, Real Hog Farms

